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Abstract 
Fisher, D.C. and J. Ryan, Bounds on the largest root of the matching polynomial, Discrete 
Mathematics 110 (1992) 275-278. 
We use properties of the dependence polynomial to prove several new bounds on the largest 
root of the matching polynomial. These bounds are compared with earlier bounds. 
For j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let mi be the number of matchings on j edges in a graph G. 
Let the matching polynomial of G (also called the matching defect polynomial) be 
~~(2) = zn - m,znP2 + m2zne4 - m3znP6 + . . . . 
Matching polynomials have been studied extensively [5-81 because of their 
applications in chemistry and physics [8]. Let t(G) be the largest root of the 
matching polynomial. This paper finds new bounds on t(G). 
1. Two related polynomials 
The matching polynomial is related to two other graph polynomials, the 
dependence polynomial and the characteristic polynomial. For j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let 
kj be the number of complete subgraphs on j nodes in a graph, G. Then the 
dependence polynomial of G [4] is fc(z) = 1 - k,z + k2z2 - k,z3 + . . . . The most 
far reaching properties of dependence polynomials arise from their role in solving 
a counting problem. 
Theorem 1. (Fisher [2]). Let G be a graph with nodes N and edges E. Let ab - ba 
if and only if (a, b) E E. Let Pj(G) be the set of equivalence classes of j letter words 
formed from N under the congruence generated by -_ Then 
fc(z)-’ = lP,,(G)I + V’,(G)1 z + If’2(G)I z2 + V’,(G)1 z3 + . . . . 
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Since &(G)I > 0 for all j 2 0, Pringshiem’s Theorem [9] gives that the smallest 
root (in absolute value) of fc(z) is real and positive. Let r(G) (the growth factor 
of G) be the reciprocal of that smallest root. Then r(G) = lim+, IPj(G) I”j. 
Note if H is an induced subgraph of G, then for all j 2 0, q(H) c c(G). This 
gives the following. 
Theorem 2. If H is an induced subgraph of G, then r(H) s r(G). 
The characteristic polynomial of G is pG(z) = det(zl-A(G)) where A(G) is 
the adjacency matrix of G. Let the spectraE radius of G, ii(G), be the largest root 
of pc(z) = 0. Fisher [l] used a counting problem similar to the one in Theorem 1 
to find a relation between the growth factor and the spectral radius. 
Theorem 3. For all graphs, G, r(G) 2 A(G) + 1. 
2. Dependence polynomials and matching polynomials 
Theorem 4 shows that the matching polynomial can be thought of as a special 
case of the dependence polynomial. Let G be a graph with nodes N and edges E. 
Let L(G) (the line graph of G) have nodes E and an edge between two nodes in 
Z,(G) if their corresponding edges in G share a node. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph with n nodes. Then 
k(Z) = z”f L(G)V). 
Further, t(G)’ = r(L(G)). 
Because of this relation, growth factor bounds can be used to find new bounds 
on t(G). For example, Theorem 3 gives the following new bounds. 
Corollary 5. Let G be a graph. Then t(G)2 3 1 + A(L(G)). 
Schwenk and Wilson [lo, Corollary 4.41 show that if a graph G has n nodes and 
e edges, then A(G) 2 2e/n. Using this on L(G) gives Corollary 6 (see [3] for a 
similar, though slightly stronger bound). 
Corollary 6. Let G be a graph with e edges. Let n, be the degree of a node a in G. 
Then 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on Corollary 6 gives the following. 
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Table 1 
The Hermite polynomial: These are the first eight 
Hermite polynomials Hk(z), with their largest root h, 
k &AZ) h, 
Z 
z2- 1 
z3-332 
z4-6zz+3 
zs - 1023 + 15z 
Zh - 15z4 + 4522 - 15 
z’ - 212’ + 10523 - 105z 
z8 - 28~’ + 210~~ - 4202’ + 105 
0.0000 
1.0000 
1.7321 
2.3344 
2.8570 
3.3243 
3.7504 
4.1445 
Corollary 7. Let G be a graph with n nodes and e edges. Then t(G)2 2 4eln - 1. 
Corollary 7 can be written as t(G)2 3 2/3(G) - 1 where /3(G) is the average 
degree of a node. It is interesting to contrast Corollary 7 with bounds due to 
Heilman and Leib [7] (A(G) is th e maximum degree of a node in G). 
A(G) d t(G)2 < 4A(G) - 4. (I) 
Theorem 2 gives another series of lower bounds on t(G). If H is any subgraph 
of G, then L(H) is an induced subgraph of L(G). So we have the following. 
Theorem 8. If H is a subgraph (not necessarily induced) of G, then t(H) c t(G). 
Theorem 8 has many corollaries. For example, if H is the subgraph consisting 
of a maximum degree node with its edges, we get the lower bound of (1). 
Another result from Theorem 8 comes from considering complete graphs. Let 
Ki be a j-node complete graph. Godsil [5] showed that 
pK,(z) = H,(z) = (- l)jez”12 2 ePz2j2, 
where Hj(z) is the jth order Hermite polynomial (see Table 1). Since an n-node 
graph with clique number, w, has a K, as a subgraph and is a subgraph of K,,, we 
get sharp bounds on t(G). 
Corollary 9. Let G be an n node graph with clique number, w. Then h, <t(G) 6 
h, where hk is the largest root of the kth Hermite polynomial. 
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